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Abstract: To determine the phenotypic variation in 700 ten-year grafted Chinese fir collected from
six provinces in southern China, 10 phenotypic traits were investigated: tree height, diameter at
breast height, bark thickness, volume of timber, heartwood ratio, density of wood, hygroscopicity,
tracheid length, tracheid diameter, and ratio of tracheid length to tracheid diameter. Abundant
phenotypic variation was found among the six populations; the phenotypic variation coefficients
all exceeded 10%, and the largest was for volume of timber. Significant variation (p < 0.01 or 0.05)
in traits was found among the populations, except for diameter at breast height, heartwood ratio,
and tracheid diameter, while all traits differed significantly (p < 0.01) within populations. The high
value of repeatability (broad-sense heritability) suggested moderate genetic control of the traits. The
10 traits were strongly correlated within the entire population; strong positive correlations (p < 0.01)
were observed between growth traits, and significant negative correlations (p < 0.01 or 0.05) were
found between the density of wood and most other characteristics, except for heartwood ratio and
ratio of tracheid length to tracheid diameter. Using diameter at breast height and density of wood as
criteria, 98 relatively fast-growing genotypes with relatively high wood basic density were identified.
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1. Introduction

The forest ecosystems on Earth provide about 82% of the continental biomass and more than 50%
of terrestrial biodiversity [1,2], the economic and commercial values of which are affected directly by
wood quality. The abundant variation in the traits of trees strengthens their ability to adapt to different
environmental conditions and provides the potential for the selection of trees with desirable traits [3–5].
An important reason to breed trees is to increase the quantity and quality of wood. Wood properties are
closely related to the complex biological processes of wood formation under cambial activity [6–8], and
most traits are complex, quantitative, and associated and regulated by multiple genes [9,10]. A better
understanding of the variation in these traits of trees can enhance the use of germplasm collection and
elucidate the genetic basis of phenotypic variation [11]. In addition, to maximize the genetic gain in
important traits, variation in and correlations between growth and wood quality must be assessed.
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Chinese fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata (Lamb.) Hook) is an economically valuable conifer with high
yield, good wood quality, and multiple uses. It is a principal indigenous tree species that occupies
approximately 25% of plantations in subtropical areas of southern China. Similar to other trees in
breeding programs, provenance tests of Chinese fir have been performed since 1957, and a set of
activities has been carried out mainly to improve its growth and adaptability. Presently, the Chinese
fir breeding program has reached the third generation, and fine germplasm resources have been
obtained [12]. In 2004, a set of 700 Chinese fir plus trees from six provinces in southern China was
conserved in the ex situ gene bank of Longshan State Forest, Guangdong Province, China (25◦11′ N,
113◦28′ E, 285–296 m above sea level). To reveal phenotypic variation and identify individuals with
superior wood quality in this genetic resource, 10 phenotypic traits were investigated in 2014. Our
results will improve the application of this germplasm resource and provide a starting point for further
association analyses in Chinese fir.

2. Materials and Methods

In 2004, 700 Chinese fir plus individuals were collected from six provinces in China: 105, 113,
33, 49, 71, and 329 from the provinces of Guangxi, Jiangxi, Hunan, Guizhou, Fujian, and Guangdong,
respectively. The scions of these trees were synchronously grafted onto two-year-old rootstocks in the
ex situ gene bank of Longshan State Forest Farm, Guangdong Province, China (25◦11′ N, 113◦28′ E,
285–296 m above sea level), which is located in a subtropical region with a moderate climate throughout
the year and receiving ample rainfall. Each clone had at least four ramets and random distribution
with a plant spacing of 3 m × 3 m.

In 2014, 10 growth and wood traits were measured in all 700 clones, with at least three randomly
selected ramets per clone. The growth traits included tree height (H), diameter at breast height (DBH),
bark thickness (T), and stem volume (V). H, DBH, and T were measured during field surveys using
methods described by Duan et al. [13]. V was calculated according to the formula V = 0.000 058 777
042 × D1.9699831 × H0.89646157. The wood traits were the percentage of heartwood (P), wood basic
density (WBD), hygroscopicity (Hy), tracheid length (L), tracheid diameter (D), and ratio of L to D
(L/D). A 5.02 mm core was drilled from each tree at breast height using a tree growth cone and then
placed in a plastic tube that was not completely sealed, to prevent wet rot. P was measured using the
formula P = r2/R2 × 100%, where r and R represent the length of the heartwood and the sapwood,
respectively [13]. WBD and Hy were measured using the formulae WBD = 1/(W1/W2 − 0.346) and
Hy = (W1 − W2)/W2, where W1 and W2 represent the water-saturated weight and the oven-dry
weight, respectively [14]. L and D were measured using the methods described by Huang et al. [15].
Each sample was dissociated in a Franklin solution consisting of glacial acetic acid and 30% hydrogen
peroxide at a 1:1 ratio for 16 h at 100 ◦C. Then, the remaining tracheid material was washed with
deionized water until it was neutralized. Next, a tracheid smear was made to measure the lengths
and widths of tracheids under a color closed-circuit television (CCTV) video camera (Panasonic SDII,
Osaka, Japan). Three smears were made for each sample, and no fewer than 30 values were obtained
in total.

Microsoft Excel 2010 and SAS ver. 8.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) were used to examine the
variation in phenotypic traits, including the mean value, standard error, amplitude, and coefficient of
variation (CV). Differences in phenotypic variables among and within populations were determined
using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Duncan’s multiple range tests for multiple comparisons.
A p-value for the ANOVA F tests≤ 0.05 was considered significant. Pearson’s correlation coefficients for
all phenotypic traits—which can guide multiple-trait selective breeding—were analyzed at the levels
of the individual, clone, and population. Correlations between phenotypic traits and geographical
factors (longitude and latitude) were also tested at the population level. Repeatability for all traits in
each population and the overall population was calculated using the formula: R = 1 − 1/F. A linear
model (yij = u + ai +bj + eij) was used to generate the components of variance of all traits in this resource
by restricted maximum likelihood (REML) in the open source statistical package R [16], where yij is
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the dependent variable, u is the overall mean, ai is the random effect of population i (i = 1, ..., m ),
N(0,
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statistical package R [16], where yij is the dependent variable, u is the overall mean, ai is the random 
effect of population i (i = 1, ..., m ), N(0, бa2), bj is the random effect of clone j (j = 1, ..., n), N(0, бb2), and 
eijk is the residual (N(0, бe2)). All models assumed that the random effects were distributed normally 
with expectation zero and corresponding variances. VE = бa2, where VE is the estimated environment 
variance, VG = бb2, where VG is the estimated genetic variance, and бe2 is the residual. Realized gain 
(G) was estimated by the formula G = ( ̅  − ̅)/ ̅ × 100%, where ̅  and ̅ are the mean values of the 
selected elite clones and the overall trait, respectively. 

3. Results 

3.1. Variation in Growth Traits 

Table 1 shows the differences in all of the studied growth traits. In addition to the lowest T, the 
lowest H, DBH, and V were found in the Jiangxi population, but ANOVA for the six populations in 
Table 1 revealed no significant difference in T between Jiangxi and the minimum of Hunan. Guizhou 
had the largest DBH and V, and there were no significant differences in H and T between Guizhou 
and the maximum value of Guangdong and Guangxi, respectively. The differences in H, DBH, T, and 
V between Guizhou and Jiangxi were 14.12%, 13.02%, 6.59%, and 38.95%, respectively. Aside from 
Jiangxi, all growth traits of Fujian were also lower than the mean values of all samples. The 
amplitudes and coefficients of variation in the growth traits in each population were also recorded 
(Table 1). The amplitude of H across the six populations was 1.50–15.25 m. Of the six populations, 
Fujian had the highest amplitude, where the ratio of the maximum to the minimum was 8.33. The 
amplitudes of DBH and V of all clones were 3.40–24.27 cm and 0.0015–0.3235 m3, respectively. 
Guizhou showed the highest amplitude of these traits with maximum to minimum ratios of 6.33 and 
169, respectively. The amplitude of T of all clones was 2.33–9.00 mm. Guangdong showed the highest 
amplitude, with a maximum-to-minimum ratio of 3.15. The lowest amplitudes of H, DBH, T, and V 
were those for Hunan, with maximum-to-minimum ratios of 2.83, 2.87, 1.48, and 21.90, respectively. 
All of the trees from the different populations showed substantial variation in growth traits, with all 
mean coefficients of variation in growth traits being higher than 15%. Among these, V showed the 
largest coefficient of variation—more than twice the variation of the other growth traits (H, DBH, and 
T). Hunan had the lowest coefficient of variation for all growth traits, corresponding with the 
minimum amplitude. Within the populations, the value of CV for each trait demonstrated that stem 
volume also had the highest value (77.63%), followed by H (30.06%) and DBH (29.31%), with T having 
the lowest CV (20.25%) (Table 1). 

Figure 1 shows the percentages of the growth traits in the different populations that were greater 
than the overall mean. Jiangxi, Hunan, and Fujian had small percentages of values greater than the 
averages. Close to or more than half of the values for Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong were higher 
than the averages. Overall, trees from Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong had better growth 
performance. 

3.2. Variation in Wood Properties 
Table 2 shows the differences in the wood properties, including P, WBD, and Hy, of all clones. 

There were different degrees of variation. The amplitude of P among all clones was 6.43%–45.55%. 
Fujian displayed the largest P among the six populations, but P did not differ significantly among the 
populations. The amplitude of WBD among all clones was 0.2286–0.5102 g·cm−3. Jiangxi displayed 
the largest WBD but the minimum Hy, and there were significant differences for both WBD and Hy 
among the populations. All trees displayed substantial variation in these three traits. WBD showed 
the lowest coefficient of variation, but it was larger than 10%.   

a
2), bj is the random effect of clone j (j = 1, ..., n), N(0,
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the lowest CV (20.25%) (Table 1). 
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averages. Close to or more than half of the values for Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong were higher 
than the averages. Overall, trees from Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong had better growth 
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There were different degrees of variation. The amplitude of P among all clones was 6.43%–45.55%. 
Fujian displayed the largest P among the six populations, but P did not differ significantly among the 
populations. The amplitude of WBD among all clones was 0.2286–0.5102 g·cm−3. Jiangxi displayed 
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had the largest DBH and V, and there were no significant differences in H and T between Guizhou 
and the maximum value of Guangdong and Guangxi, respectively. The differences in H, DBH, T, and 
V between Guizhou and Jiangxi were 14.12%, 13.02%, 6.59%, and 38.95%, respectively. Aside from 
Jiangxi, all growth traits of Fujian were also lower than the mean values of all samples. The 
amplitudes and coefficients of variation in the growth traits in each population were also recorded 
(Table 1). The amplitude of H across the six populations was 1.50–15.25 m. Of the six populations, 
Fujian had the highest amplitude, where the ratio of the maximum to the minimum was 8.33. The 
amplitudes of DBH and V of all clones were 3.40–24.27 cm and 0.0015–0.3235 m3, respectively. 
Guizhou showed the highest amplitude of these traits with maximum to minimum ratios of 6.33 and 
169, respectively. The amplitude of T of all clones was 2.33–9.00 mm. Guangdong showed the highest 
amplitude, with a maximum-to-minimum ratio of 3.15. The lowest amplitudes of H, DBH, T, and V 
were those for Hunan, with maximum-to-minimum ratios of 2.83, 2.87, 1.48, and 21.90, respectively. 
All of the trees from the different populations showed substantial variation in growth traits, with all 
mean coefficients of variation in growth traits being higher than 15%. Among these, V showed the 
largest coefficient of variation—more than twice the variation of the other growth traits (H, DBH, and 
T). Hunan had the lowest coefficient of variation for all growth traits, corresponding with the 
minimum amplitude. Within the populations, the value of CV for each trait demonstrated that stem 
volume also had the highest value (77.63%), followed by H (30.06%) and DBH (29.31%), with T having 
the lowest CV (20.25%) (Table 1). 

Figure 1 shows the percentages of the growth traits in the different populations that were greater 
than the overall mean. Jiangxi, Hunan, and Fujian had small percentages of values greater than the 
averages. Close to or more than half of the values for Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong were higher 
than the averages. Overall, trees from Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong had better growth 
performance. 

3.2. Variation in Wood Properties 
Table 2 shows the differences in the wood properties, including P, WBD, and Hy, of all clones. 

There were different degrees of variation. The amplitude of P among all clones was 6.43%–45.55%. 
Fujian displayed the largest P among the six populations, but P did not differ significantly among the 
populations. The amplitude of WBD among all clones was 0.2286–0.5102 g·cm−3. Jiangxi displayed 
the largest WBD but the minimum Hy, and there were significant differences for both WBD and Hy 
among the populations. All trees displayed substantial variation in these three traits. WBD showed 
the lowest coefficient of variation, but it was larger than 10%.   
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All models assumed that the random effects were distributed normally with expectation zero and
corresponding variances. VE =
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(Table 1). The amplitude of H across the six populations was 1.50–15.25 m. Of the six populations, 
Fujian had the highest amplitude, where the ratio of the maximum to the minimum was 8.33. The 
amplitudes of DBH and V of all clones were 3.40–24.27 cm and 0.0015–0.3235 m3, respectively. 
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amplitude, with a maximum-to-minimum ratio of 3.15. The lowest amplitudes of H, DBH, T, and V 
were those for Hunan, with maximum-to-minimum ratios of 2.83, 2.87, 1.48, and 21.90, respectively. 
All of the trees from the different populations showed substantial variation in growth traits, with all 
mean coefficients of variation in growth traits being higher than 15%. Among these, V showed the 
largest coefficient of variation—more than twice the variation of the other growth traits (H, DBH, and 
T). Hunan had the lowest coefficient of variation for all growth traits, corresponding with the 
minimum amplitude. Within the populations, the value of CV for each trait demonstrated that stem 
volume also had the highest value (77.63%), followed by H (30.06%) and DBH (29.31%), with T having 
the lowest CV (20.25%) (Table 1). 

Figure 1 shows the percentages of the growth traits in the different populations that were greater 
than the overall mean. Jiangxi, Hunan, and Fujian had small percentages of values greater than the 
averages. Close to or more than half of the values for Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong were higher 
than the averages. Overall, trees from Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong had better growth 
performance. 

3.2. Variation in Wood Properties 
Table 2 shows the differences in the wood properties, including P, WBD, and Hy, of all clones. 

There were different degrees of variation. The amplitude of P among all clones was 6.43%–45.55%. 
Fujian displayed the largest P among the six populations, but P did not differ significantly among the 
populations. The amplitude of WBD among all clones was 0.2286–0.5102 g·cm−3. Jiangxi displayed 
the largest WBD but the minimum Hy, and there were significant differences for both WBD and Hy 
among the populations. All trees displayed substantial variation in these three traits. WBD showed 
the lowest coefficient of variation, but it was larger than 10%.   
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2 is the residual. Realized gain (G) was estimated by the

formula G = (Xi − X)/X × 100%, where Xi and X are the mean values of the selected elite clones and
the overall trait, respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Variation in Growth Traits

Table 1 shows the differences in all of the studied growth traits. In addition to the lowest T,
the lowest H, DBH, and V were found in the Jiangxi population, but ANOVA for the six populations in
Table 1 revealed no significant difference in T between Jiangxi and the minimum of Hunan. Guizhou
had the largest DBH and V, and there were no significant differences in H and T between Guizhou
and the maximum value of Guangdong and Guangxi, respectively. The differences in H, DBH, T, and
V between Guizhou and Jiangxi were 14.12%, 13.02%, 6.59%, and 38.95%, respectively. Aside from
Jiangxi, all growth traits of Fujian were also lower than the mean values of all samples. The amplitudes
and coefficients of variation in the growth traits in each population were also recorded (Table 1).
The amplitude of H across the six populations was 1.50–15.25 m. Of the six populations, Fujian had
the highest amplitude, where the ratio of the maximum to the minimum was 8.33. The amplitudes
of DBH and V of all clones were 3.40–24.27 cm and 0.0015–0.3235 m3, respectively. Guizhou showed
the highest amplitude of these traits with maximum to minimum ratios of 6.33 and 169, respectively.
The amplitude of T of all clones was 2.33–9.00 mm. Guangdong showed the highest amplitude, with
a maximum-to-minimum ratio of 3.15. The lowest amplitudes of H, DBH, T, and V were those for
Hunan, with maximum-to-minimum ratios of 2.83, 2.87, 1.48, and 21.90, respectively. All of the trees
from the different populations showed substantial variation in growth traits, with all mean coefficients
of variation in growth traits being higher than 15%. Among these, V showed the largest coefficient
of variation—more than twice the variation of the other growth traits (H, DBH, and T). Hunan had
the lowest coefficient of variation for all growth traits, corresponding with the minimum amplitude.
Within the populations, the value of CV for each trait demonstrated that stem volume also had the
highest value (77.63%), followed by H (30.06%) and DBH (29.31%), with T having the lowest CV
(20.25%) (Table 1).

Figure 1 shows the percentages of the growth traits in the different populations that were greater
than the overall mean. Jiangxi, Hunan, and Fujian had small percentages of values greater than
the averages. Close to or more than half of the values for Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong
were higher than the averages. Overall, trees from Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong had better
growth performance.

3.2. Variation in Wood Properties

Table 2 shows the differences in the wood properties, including P, WBD, and Hy, of all clones.
There were different degrees of variation. The amplitude of P among all clones was 6.43%–45.55%.
Fujian displayed the largest P among the six populations, but P did not differ significantly among the
populations. The amplitude of WBD among all clones was 0.2286–0.5102 g·cm−3. Jiangxi displayed
the largest WBD but the minimum Hy, and there were significant differences for both WBD and Hy
among the populations. All trees displayed substantial variation in these three traits. WBD showed
the lowest coefficient of variation, but it was larger than 10%.
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Table 1. Differences in growth traits of Chinese fir.

Population H/m DBH/cm T/mm V/m3

Mean Amplitude CV/% Mean Amplitude CV/% Mean Amplitude CV/% Mean Amplitude CV/%

Guangxi 7.85 ± 0.21 b 1.50~14.25 27.67 13.43 ± 0.35 a,b 4.80~24.27 26.50 4.79 ± 0.07 c 3.00~7.67 15.65 0.0769 ± 0.0054 a,b 0.0029~0.3235 72.46
Jiangxi 6.87 ± 0.19 a 2.25~13.00 29.25 12.37 ± 0.30 a 5.75~22.08 25.94 4.40 ± 0.07 a,b 2.50~6.23 16.41 0.0593 ± 0.0041 a 0.0045~0.2614 73.46
Huan 7.74 ± 0.29 b 4.00~11.33 21.78 12.63 ± 0.45 a 6.10~17.48 20.34 4.23 ± 0.07 a 3.50~5.17 10.07 0.0648 ± 0.0060 a,b 0.0072~0.1577 53.29

Guizhou 7.84 ± 0.29 b 2.50~11.50 25.90 13.98 ± 0.50 b 3.40~21.53 25.27 4.69 ± 0.13b c 3.33~9.00 19.17 0.0824 ± 0.0070 b 0.0015~0.2535 59.44
Fujian 7.40 ± 0.27 a,b 1.50~12.50 31.26 13.18 ± 0.40 a,b 6.10~20.70 25.41 4.56 ± 0.10b c 3.13~8.00 18.64 0.0704 ± 0.0058 a,b 0.0065~0.2168 69.34

Guangdong 8.00 ± 0.12 b 2.50~15.25 27.19 13.42 ± 0.21 a,b 4.50~22.60 27.80 4.64 ± 0.04b c 2.33~7.33 17.09 0.0780 ± 0.0030 a,b 0.0026~0.3189 70.59
Total 7.71 ± 0.08 1.50~16.50 30.06 13.23 ± 0.14 3.4~22.60 29.31 4.60 ± 0.03 2.00~11.00 20.25 0.0737 ± 0.0020 0.0015~0.4791 77.63

Mean square 22.757 27.236 2.636 0.007
F-value 5.009 2.203 4.377 2.776
p-value 0.000 0.052 0.001 0.017

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; CV, coefficient of variation. a The first homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait (Duncan’s
multiple range test). b The second homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait (Duncan’s multiple range test). c The third homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait
(Duncan’s multiple range test).

Table 2. Differences in wood properties of Chinese fir.

Population
P WBD Hy

Mean/% Amplitude % CV/% Mean/g·cm−3 Amplitude/g·cm−3 CV/% Mean/% Amplitude/% CV/%

Guangxi 21.51 ± 0.68 a 6.55~41.96 32.20 0.3167 ± 0.0040 b 0.2286~0.4480 12.93 257.10 ± 4.05 a 158.12~372.27 16.15
Jiangxi 20.94 ± 0.59 a 8.11~45.55 29.75 0.3248 ± 0.0041 b 0.2345~0.5102 13.39 248.83 ± 3.75 a 130.61~362.35 16.01
Huan 19.99 ± 0.93 a 11.34~34.16 26.76 0.3169 ± 0.0062 b 0.2439~0.4219 11.17 257.26 ± 5.65 a 186.76~345.84 12.61
Guizhou 21.15 ± 0.81 a 13.89~37.44 26.73 0.2986 ± 0.0045 a 0.2412~0.3812 10.54 275.77 ± 4.91 b 199.15~363.66 12.45
Fujian 22.11 ± 0.68 a 8.33~34.45 25.96 0.3115 ± 0.0047 a,b 0.2395~0.4405 12.75 263.38 ± 4.68 a,b 162.92~353.83 14.96
Guangdong 22.01 ± 0.36 a 6.43~41.42 29.95 0.3141 ± 0.0022 b 0.2308~0.4783 12.54 260.36 ± 2.18 a 152.98~438.11 15.18
Mean square 0.004 0.004 0.482
F-value 0.974 2.845 3.134
p-value 0.433 0.015 0.008

P, the percentage of heartwood; WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; CV, coefficient of variation. a The first homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait (Duncan’s
multiple range test). b The second homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait (Duncan’s multiple range test).
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Figure 1. The percentages of various sources with growth traits greater than the average.

Table 3 and Figure 2 show the differences in the tracheid traits. All of the coefficients of variation,
including those for L, D, and L/D, were greater than 10%. The amplitude of L among all clones was
1863.26–3580.89 µm. Guizhou had the largest average L, 5.79% longer than the shortest average L of
Guangxi. The mean D ranged from 44.75 ± 0.70 µm for Fujian to 46.57 ± 0.64 µm for Guangxi, but
there was no marked difference between them. The mean L/D of all trees ranged from 59.24 ± 1.00
to 64.15 ± 1.19. Fujian had the largest average L/D, whereas Guangxi had the lowest, 8.29% lower
than that of Fujian. The greatest difference in L/D was between Fujian and Guangxi, but there were no
significant differences between Fujian and the other populations.
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Table 3. Differences in tracheid traits of Chinese fir.

Population
L D L/D

Mean/µm Amplitude/µm CV/% Mean/µm Amplitude/µm CV/% Mean Amplitude CV/%

Guangxi 2624.60 ± 35.44 a 1981.38~3571.50 13.84 46.57 ± 0.64 a 31.10~67.20 14.07 59.24 ± 1.00 a 37.05~81.54 17.31
Jiangxi 2754.08 ± 32.92 b 1863.26~3467.96 12.71 45.63 ± 0.56 a 25.25~56.06 13.09 63.48 ± 1.07 b 41.13~97.50 17.93
Huan 2676.82 ± 62.66 a,b 2042.19~3525.28 13.45 46.55 ± 1.14 a 30.53~61.83 14.11 60.16 ± 1.37 a,b 47.72~78.20 13.09

Guizhou 2776.51 ± 46.23 b 2080.75~3478.84 11.65 47.22 ± 0.86 a 32.26~59.80 12.72 61.78 ± 1.41 a,b 44.62~91.22 15.93
Fujian 2711.18 ± 36.49 a,b 1948.54~3385.32 11.34 44.75 ± 0.70 a 27.26~57.57 13.18 64.15 ± 1.19 b 42.95~91.21 15.61

Guangdong 2737.25 ± 16.34 a,b 2019.10~3580.89 10.83 46.28 ± 0.35 a 30.52~70.64 13.79 62.44 ± 0.58 a,b 35.68~94.73 16.83
Mean square 233703.075 43.359 259.548

F-value 2.264 1.097 2.372
p-value 0.047 2.372 0.038

L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D; CV, coefficient of variation. a The first homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait (Duncan’s multiple range
test). b The second homogeneous group at 95% confidence for each trait (Duncan’s multiple range test).
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3.3. Variance Analysis in Traits within Populations and Estimation of Genetic Parameters

The analysis of variance in growth traits and wood properties within populations (Table 4) showed
extremely significant differences in all of the measured traits among the clones. Further ANOVA
within each population (data not listed) showed that most of the growth traits and wood properties
were extremely significantly different, except for DBH, T, and V in Hunan and P in Guizhou. Table 5
shows the repeatability of the growth traits and wood properties of Chinese fir within each population
and in all populations. In each population, the tracheid traits had greater repeatability than the other
traits, with a mean of 0.9436 for L, 0.9347 for D, and 0.9233 for L/D. Of the 10 measured traits, P had
the lowest value of 0.3542, while the others all exceeded 0.6, and were close to or less than the values
in all populations, indicating that the character performance is relatively stable.

Table 4. Analysis of variance within populations.

Trait Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

H 8231.163 634 12.983 5.981 0.000
DBH 22,029.790 633 34.802 4.912 0.000

T 1150.191 615 1.870 4.643 0.000
V 5.215 630 0.008 5.156 0.000
P 9.155 610 0.015 1.755 0.000

WBD 2.843 588 0.005 3.207 0.000
HY 272.176 629 0.433 3.061 0.000
L 2.104 × 109 585 3,595,961.696 17.047 0.000
D 798,564.403 585 1365.067 15.847 0.000

L/D 2,257,241.762 585 3858.533 14.376 0.000

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; P, percentage of heartwood;
WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D.

Table 5. The repeatability in traits of Chinese fir within each population and among all populations.

Repeatability Guangxi Jiangxi Hunan Guizhou Fujian Guangdong Mean All Populations

H 0.8390 0.7631 0.6277 0.7030 0.8590 0.8578 0.7749 0.8328
DBH 0.8004 0.7227 0.2852 0.6981 0.7976 0.8430 0.6912 0.7968

T 0.7355 0.7042 0.0983 0.8605 0.8087 0.8028 0.6683 0.7846
V 0.8259 0.7874 0.2754 0.6413 0.8280 0.8366 0.6991 0.8061
P 0.4797 0.3961 0.3884 0.2604 0.1071 0.4952 0.3545 0.4302

WBD 0.6716 0.7379 0.4553 0.5544 0.7519 0.6823 0.6422 0.6882
HY 0.6682 0.7054 0.4859 0.5925 0.6903 0.6753 0.6363 0.6733
L 0.9497 0.9495 0.9557 0.9417 0.9348 0.9303 0.9436 0.9407
D 0.9382 0.9360 0.9423 0.9273 0.9251 0.9392 0.9347 0.9369

L/D 0.9330 0.9418 0.9029 0.9218 0.9101 0.9301 0.9233 0.9302

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; P, the percentage of heartwood;
WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D.

To elucidate the variation in this resource, the components of variance in all measured traits were
estimated. The results in Table 6 show that the genetic variance in each trait exceeded that of the
environmental variance, suggesting that environmental effects are small for these traits.

Table 6. Genetic components in traits of Chinese fir.

Variance
Components H DBH T V P WBD Hy L D L/D

VG 3.487 9.2474 0.45517 2.15 × 10−3 1.73 × 10−3 1.10 × 10−3 0.100313 94137 34.07 100.317
VE 0.1732 0.1924 0.02509 5.00 × 10−5 1.58 × 10−5 4.42 × 10−5 0.003733 1986 0.00 2.054

Residual 2.1783 7.1062 0.40128 1.60 × 10−3 8.51 × 10−3 1.51 × 10−3 0.141172 46637 19.88 69.668

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; P, the percentage of heartwood;
WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D;
VG, genetic variance; VE, environmental variance.
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3.4. Correlations between Pairs of Traits

The phenotypic correlations between growth traits (H, DBH, T, and V) and wood properties
(P, WBD, Hy, L, D, and L/D) for all of the clones are shown in Table 7. There were 40 significant
phenotypic correlations (p < 0.05, Table 7). Strong positive correlations (p < 0.01) were observed between
the growth traits, and significant (p < 0.01 or 0.05) positive correlations were observed between P, Hy,
L, and L/D and the growth traits. However, all of the growth traits had negative correlations (p < 0.01
or 0.05) with WBD and L/D. Notably, WBD had significant negative correlations (p < 0.01 or 0.05) with
most of the characters, except for P and L/D. Among these, the highest degree of negative correlation
was between WBD and Hy, and the lowest degree of negative correlation was between WBD and L.
Hy had significant positive correlations (p < 0.01) with L and D, in addition to those with the growth
traits. L had significant positive correlations (p < 0.01) with D, and there was a significant positive
correlation (p < 0.01) between L and L/D and a negative correlation (p < 0.01) between D and L/D.
Moreover, L/D had significant or insignificant negative correlations with other characters.

For all individuals, 41 genetic correlations were estimated (Table 7). Comparing all correlations
between both sets, we found that most of the significant correlations had similar magnitudes and
trajectories (Table 7). For instance, there were significant positive genetic correlations between the
growth traits. All of the growth traits also had significant negative genetic correlations (p < 0.01 or
0.05) with WBD. Although there was no significant phenotypic correlation between H and P, there
was a significant positive correlation at the genetic level; only six phenotypic correlations were seen at
the population level (Table 8), perhaps due to the limited populations studied. There were significant
positive correlations between DBH and T, V, and Hy, but a significant negative correlation between DBH
and WBD, as well as the phenotypic correlations and genetic correlations. For the trait-geographical
factor correlations at the population level, only D had a strong negative correlation (p < 0.05, Table 8)
with longitude.

Table 7. The correlation between traits in the whole clones (below left) and the whole individuals
(above right) of Chinese fir.

Correlation H DBH T V P WBD Hy L D L/D

H 1.000 0.804 ** 0.419 ** 0.856 ** 0.048 * −0.354 ** 0.360 ** 0.095 ** 0.180 ** −0.080 **
DBH 0.841 ** 1.000 0.570 ** 0.928 ** 0.113 ** −0.340 ** 0.352 ** 0.085 ** 0.224 ** −0.128 **

T 0.453 ** 0.617 ** 1.000 0.512 ** 0.131 ** −0.156 ** 0.157 ** 0.002 0.108 ** −0.090 **
V 0.884 ** 0.935 ** 0.561 ** 1.000 0.107 ** −0.340 ** 0.352 ** 0.073 ** 0.205 ** −0.118 **
P 0.065 0.135 ** 0.148 ** 0.141 ** 1.000 0.086 ** −0.075 ** −0.021 0.007 −0.018

WBD −0.441 ** −0.443 ** −0.179 ** −0.437 ** 0.101 * 1.000 −0.952 ** −0.092 ** −0.222 ** 0.120 **
Hy 0.454 ** 0.450 ** 0.174 ** 0.455 ** −0.102 * −0.965 ** 1.000 0.091 ** 0.214 ** −0.113 **
L 0.138 ** 0.137 ** 0.018 0.101 * −0.062 −0.106 * 0.119 ** 1.000 0.212 ** 0.489 **
D 0.244 ** 0.313 ** 0.131 ** 0.284 ** 0.008 −0.289 ** 0.311 ** 0.251 ** 1.000 −0.694 **

L/D −0.107 ** −0.170 ** −0.100 * −0.166 ** −0.047 0.162 ** −0.169 ** 0.475 ** −0.704 ** 1.000

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; P, the percentage of heartwood;
WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D.
NS: not significant; * Significant at α = 0.05; ** Significant at α = 0.01.

Table 8. The correlation between the traits at the level of population (n = 6).

Correlation H DBH T V P WBD Hy L D L/D Longitude
(◦E)

Latitude
(◦N)

H 1.000 0.705 0.459 0.804 0.130 −0.549 0.546 −0.278 0.630 −0.592 −0.469 0.166
DBH 1.000 0.817 * 0.982 ** 0.485 −0.865 * 0.861 * 0.128 0.471 −0.172 −0.463 0.111

T 1.000 0.821 * 0.711 −0.450 0.443 −0.095 0.232 −0.149 −0.340 −0.390
V 1.000 0.477 −0.791 0.786 0.046 0.528 −0.268 −0.485 0.025
P 1.000 −0.200 −0.219 0.093 −0.428 0.455 0.404 −0.420

WBD 1.000 −0.999 ** −0.360 −0.433 0.014 0.389 −0.529
Hy 1.000 0.362 0.404 0.010 −0.354 0.537
L 1.000 0.001 0.692 0.085 0.029
D 1.000 −0.714 −0.942 ** 0.097

L/D 1.000 0.734 −0.075
Longitude (◦E) 1.000 −0.039
Latitude (◦N) 1.000

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; P, the percentage of heartwood;
WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D.
NS: not significant; * Significant at α = 0.05; ** Significant at α = 0.01.
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3.5. Reselection of Chinese Fir Plus Trees

All of the 10 important traits showed significant variation, which not only provides raw material
for further marker-assisted selective breeding, but also provides an opportunity to select faster-growing
clones with higher wood density. Considering selection for growth and WBD of these resources, a total
of 326 clones had DBH values higher than the overall mean (13.23± 0.14 cm), and 98 of these (Table S1)
had WBD values higher than the overall mean (0.3148 ± 0.0015 g·cm−3). Of these clones, 17, 12, 4, 5,
10, and 50 clones were from Guangxi, Jiangxi, Hunan, Guizhou, Fujian, and Guangdong, respectively.
Constraining selection to DBH and WBD, the 98 plus trees provided an average realized gain (G) in
all growth traits and wood properties except for Hy and D, which had lower values (G = −10.77%,
G = −0.26%, respectively, Table 9). DBH had the largest gain of 14.80% and dramatically increased the
WBD, which had a gain of 8.82%. Moreover, there were moderate increases in L and L/D (G = 1.26%,
G = 1.06%, respectively).

Table 9. The realized gain in all traits when selection was carried out with the 700 Chinese fir clones
using the overall means of DBH and WBD as a threshold.

Traits
Mean

All the individuals
(n = 700)

Selection for both DBH and WBD
(n = 98) G%

H (m) 7.71 ± 0.08 8.38 ± 1.44 8.78
DBH (cm) 13.23 ± 0.14 15.18 ± 1.76 14.80

T (cm) 4.60 ± 0.03 4.96 ± 0.66 7.85
V (m3) 0.0737 ± 0.0020 0.0908 ± 0.0313 6.65
P (%) 21.61 ± 0.24 23.05 ± 6.26 6.65

WBD (g·cm3) 0.3148 ± 0.0015 0.3426 ± 0.0260 8.82
Hy (%) 259.46 ± 1.50 231.50 ± 19.33 −10.77
L (um) 2720.09 ± 12.21 2754.25 ± 321.18 1.26
D (um) 46.15 ± 0.24 46.04 ± 5.82 −0.26

L/D 62.13 ± 0.40 62.80 ± 8.87 1.06

H, tree height; DBH, diameter at breast height; T, bark thickness; V, stem volume; P, the percentage of heartwood;
WBD, wood basic density; Hy, hygroscopicity; L, tracheid length; D, tracheid diameter; L/D, the ratio of L to D.

4. Discussion

In 2004, Chinese fir from six provinces in southern China were grafted in Longshan State Forest
Farm, and all were grown under the same environmental conditions. As it can maintain a recurring
tree phenotype, grafting has long been used to produce elite tree clones for conservation and breeding,
as well as provide evidence for a genetic effect in traits [14,17]. Compatibility is vitally important in
grafting, and sometimes a species grafts more successfully on stock of the same species [18]. In this
study, all of the stock was two-year-old root segments of Chinese fir, and high grafting success
(>90%) was seen, with no graft incompatibility. Moreover, most of the ramets remained vigorous
throughout the study, as in a previous study [14]. The high repeatability of all measured traits in this
study indicated that the population was under moderate genetic control and that the selection was
effective, which is also supported by the average repeatability estimations of 0.65 in wood properties
in trees [13,14,17]. Studies of other Chinese fir in Longshan State Forest Farm have also shown that
the local environment has little effect on them [13,14]. Thus, the phenotypic variation observed in this
study may reflect a larger degree of genotypic variation [13,17].

Growth traits and wood properties reflect the performance of wood. In this study, V revealed
the yields of wood production, illustrating the superiority of the clones. The high CV (77.63%) for
V revealed abundant phenotypic diversity in V among all individuals from different populations
(Table 1). One of the most important wood properties is WBD, which represents the degree of wood
compactness and affects the quality of nearly all wood end-products [19,20]. P, which also plays
a critical role in the improvement of wood material, was positively associated with WBD. Hy [14],
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another wood trait that has multiple effects on end-products, was also tested in this experiment.
Tracheids are the most abundant conducting structures in the xylem of conifers, and the morphology of
tracheids significantly influences the properties of paper. Wood with a greater L/D is better for making
paper [21,22]. There were similar high D values among the populations, but differences in L, resulting
in L/D differences among the populations (Table 3). Among the populations, Fujian had the largest
average L/D. In addition, an ANOVA analysis indicated that most other traits showed moderately
significant variation and that genetic parameters varied with different populations (Tables 1–3). Further
ANOVA analysis within populations showed that there was abundant variation among the clones,
which provides potential opportunities for genetic improvement of Chinese fir with large potential
for selection. Chinese fir is indigenous to southern China. The trees investigated in this study were
all from subtropical climate zones, which may weaken their genetic structure to an extent. Further
analysis of the trait-geographical factor correlations at the population level (Table 8) showed that most
traits had no significant correlation with longitude or latitude. However, it is important to characterize
the variation in these traits in response to geographical environmental gradients in order to understand
the evolutionary adaption of Chinese fir. Much more study of greater scope is needed.

The most important traits of trees are quantitative traits, and either strong linkage disequilibrium
of related genes or pleiotropy effects explain the common correlation between two quantitative traits in
a natural population. The correlations among growth and wood properties of Chinese fir are important
for its genetic improvement. The correlation analysis of all 10 phenotypic traits in this study showed
that there were strong correlations for each trait at both the clone and individual levels. All of the
growth traits showed significant positive correlations with each other, as well as with P, Hy, L, and
L/D, showing that they may have similar genetic bases and may be biologically related [17]. There
were negative correlations between WBD and all of the growth traits (which is consistent with the
results of previous investigations [13,14]), and DBH showed the highest degree of negative correlation.
At the population level, WBD also had a significant negative correlation with DBH. Although WBD
had significant negative correlations with most of the traits, it is one of the important indicators of
wood quality. Rapid growth with relatively high WBD increases the value of the output [23], and
seems to represent the correlated response of traits to selection. Thus, considering the DBH and WBD
among all clones, 98 relatively fast-growing clones with relatively high WBD were identified. The
gain in DBH was 14.80% and that in WBD was 8.82%. In addition, there was a 6.65% gain in V. There
was a positive correlation between Hy and growth, and a strong negative relationship between Hy
and WBD, resulting in reductions (−10.77%) in Hy. Therefore, it is desirable to use only a few traits
as a selection index in a selective breeding program [24]. The traits of Chinese fir can be predicted
early [25], as the juvenile wood and mature material properties are closely related. A previous study
showed that it was feasible to predict WBD and L of mature wood using a density of around 10 in
juvenile wood [26]. These results suggest that our selection is reliable and that it provides a basis for
the prediction of mature wood material.

5. Conclusions

Variation is essential for the adaptability of a population and is the basis for the evolutionary
potential of a species. In our study, 10 phenotypic traits were investigated and abundant variation was
found with the phenotypic variation coefficients all exceeded 10%. The variation in most growth traits
was significantly different among the populations. Trees from Guangxi, Guizhou, and Guangdong
had better growth performance. All traits differed significantly within populations and had high
value of repeatability, providing possibility to choose plus trees. The correlation between characters is
important in the selective breeding program and the correlation analysis of all 10 phenotypic traits in
this study showed that there were strong correlations for each trait at both the clone and individual
levels. All of the growth traits showed significant positive correlations with each other but negative
correlation with WBD, and DBH showed the highest degree of negative correlation. However, rapid
growth with relatively high WBD can increase the value of the output. Thus, using DBH and WBD as
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criteria, 98 relatively fast-growing genotypes with relatively high WBD were identified. And the gain
in DBH was 14.80% and that in WBD was 8.82%. Overall, the results will improve the application of
this germplasm resource.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/7/9/192/s1,
Table S1: The plus trees of Chinese fir which have greater values than the overall means of DBH and WBD.
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